
Press Statement of Kim Yo Jong, Vice

Department Director of C.C., WPK
Pyongyang, November 24 (KCNA) -- Kim Yo Jong, vice department 
director of the Central Committee of the Workers' Party of Korea 
(WPK), released the following press statement on Nov. 24:
On Nov. 22, the foreign ministry of south Korea described the DPRK's
exercise of the right to self-defence as "provocation", announcing 
that it is examining its additional "independent sanctions" as the 
"provocation" continues.
As soon as the U.S. talked about its "independent sanctions" against
the DPRK, south Korea parroted what the former said. This 
disgusting act shows more clearly that the south Korean group is a 
"faithful dog" and stooge of the U.S.
Such frequent acts of the south Korean stooges dumbfound me.
I wonder what "sanctions" the south Korean group, no more than a 
running wild dog on a bone given by the U.S., impudently impose on
the DPRK. What a spectacle sight!
If the master and the servant still attach themselves to the useless 
"sanctions", we will let them do that one hundred or thousand times.
If they think that they can escape from the present dangerous 
situation through "sanctions", they must be really idiots as they do 
not know how to live in peace and comfort.
I wonder why the south Korean people still remain a passive 
onlooker to such acts of the "government" of Yoon Suk Yeol and 
other idiots who continue creating the dangerous situation.
Anyhow, Seoul had not been our target at least when Moon Jae In 
was in power.



We warn the impudent and stupid once again that the desperate 
sanctions and pressure of the U.S. and its south Korean stooges 
against the DPRK will add fuel to the latter's hostility and anger and 
they will serve as a noose for them. -0-
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